FROM GMO TO SMO:
HOW SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
EVADES REGULATION
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The first commercial food and agriculture applications of synbio have been announced, such as Evolva’s synbio versions of vanilla

Synthetic biology races into the marketplace
in absence of pre-market safety assessments
or a regulatory framework.
Products derived from synthetic biology (popularly called
synbio), a rapidly growing new technology, are beginning
to enter the marketplace without a regulatory framework in
place that provides for pre-market safety assessment of its
unique risks to health and the environment. In the very near
future, a host of food and agricultural products could be on
the marketplace without labeling and in natural ecosystems
without biosafety controls or indeed, understanding about
the effect of Synthetically Modified Organisms (SMOs) on
biological diversity. This fact sheet gives a short overview
of synbio, a few of its applications to food, agriculture and
consumer products, and an explanation of the U.S. government’s rationale for applying a nearly thirty-year-old policy
for deregulating Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), and
now, SMOs as well.

Synthetic biology: from the
laptop to the projected $38.7
billion global market of 2020
In April 2008, IATP participated in probably the first synbio
“teach-in” for NGOs.2 A synthetic biologist 3 explained that
molecular biology, the scientific platform for transgenic
modification of agricultural plants, takes DNA from genes and
rearranges them like a kidnapper pasting a ransom note from
cuttings of different magazines. However, he said, molecular
biology is “slow and messy” and you have to experiment to
check that your new DNA “message” works to express the
desired trait.
By contrast, he continued, the synthetic biologist designs
the desired DNA sequence on a computer, based on knowledge about the sequencing of the whole genome of a simple
organism, such as a bacterium. (The computer basis of
synbio is evident already in the title of the first international
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conference dedicated to the discipline, “synthetic biology
1.0,” held in June 2004. 4) The synthetic biologist specifies the
length of the desired genetic sequence in the genome and
a specific combination of four amino acids to transform the
computer design into a synthetic DNA sequence.
You email your design to a DNA sequencing shop, such as
Codon Devices. The shop reads your design, and sequences
the DNA with already standardized DNA bits (sometimes
call bio-bricks) that have
been “cut” by enzymes and
mails you your synthetic DNA
sequence in a plasmid in a test
tube. You are now ready to
“play” with the synthetic DNA,
for example in a fermentation
tank to produce cellulosic
biofuels, to see if the in silico
computer design “boots up”
in vivo in a cellular environment, i.e., whether it lives or
doesn’t and if it lives, how
the synthetically altered cell
mutates.5 (Or buy yourself a
desktop DNA synthesizer, so
you don’t have to wait to play
with your SMO!)

commercial applications. The first commercial food and agriculture applications of synbio have been announced, such as
Evolva’s synbio versions of vanilla, sassafras and resveratrol, a
dietary supplement ingredient claimed to improve heart health
and diabetes control and aid weight loss.10 The synbio versions
enable manufacturers to circumvent some causes of unreliable supply lines, e.g. plant disease, inclement weather and
farmers demanding more money for their crops.

Our basic understanding
of biology is still very
limited. All of the
expectations about
synthetic biology have
frankly not been able to
be met in the time frame
that investors would
have liked. Our basic
understanding of even a
single cell to grow and
propagate is in its infancy.
We are trying in a very
short time to overcome
2 billion years of
programming by nature.

Concerns about the loss of
developing country farmer
employment as a result of
synbio product analogues
to commodities the farmers
produce, first expressed in
2007 by the ETC Group,11
have been brushed away
like so much “unnecessary” biological information
deleted in genomic editing
and gene circuitry construction. Evolva CEO Neil Goldsmith insists that his company’s synbio vanilla is “about
giving people an alternative
to the material coming out
of chemical factories,” such
as petro-chemically derived
vanillin.12 It is very likely that
there will be a regulatory
battle over whether this and
similar “alternatives” will be
labeled as a synbio product
for consumers.”13

According to a mini-history
of synbio, by 2008, interdisciplinary teams of biologists, chemists, computer
programmers and engineers
were asking, “Could synthetic
biology evolve into a sophisOne study forecasts the $3
ticated engineering discibillion global market of 2013
pline on par with electrical
to grow to $38.7 billion by
or mechanical engineering?
2020.14 Agriculture, biofuels,
Could practices like parts
pharmaceuticals and chemistandardization and abstraccals are the chief product
tion hierarchies 6 be mapped
categories enabled by synbio
into biological systems?”
processes. Such projections
(“Abstraction (or abstracfor other technologies, for
–D. Keith Roper, National
tion hierarchy): a system
example the nearly $3 trilScience Foundation16
for managing biological
lion global nanotechnology
complexity by eliminating
market of 2015,15 have
unnecessary details; abstraction allows researchers at various
proven to be unduly optimistic but such optimism drives both
levels (and in various fields) to work with and share details
governments and private firms to invest more in research and
about biological data without specialized knowledge.”7) Their
development in hopes of finding the “next big thing.” There is
answer is a resounding “yes!” bolstered by numerous examples
a great deal of pressure on scientists and regulators to deliver
of bio- “toggle switches,” “autoregulatory circuits,” logic gates
this projected market for investors in the name of economic
and other gene circuitry devices programmed in novel DNA
growth and job creation, as well as “to meet the challenges of
arrangements that one day could be applied to produce novel
the 21st century.”
products.
Of course, since 2008, synbio techniques have proliferated
and become more complicated. The annual $500 million
budget of Stanford University’s Department of Biological Engineering 9 alone supports dozens of research projects for myriad
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The U.S. regulatory
outlook for synbio
These rosy market outlooks are based in part on the assumption that plant modification techniques grouped under synbio
will not be subject to synbio-specific regulation, at least in the
United States. A recent report, co-funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, defines a “key challenge” for the U.S. premarket regulation of synbio products: “Synthetic biology and
other new genetic engineering techniques will likely lead to an
increase in the number of genetically engineered plants that
will not be subject to review by USDA [U.S. Department of Agriculture], potentially resulting in the cultivation of genetically
engineered plants for field trials and commercial production
without prior regulatory review for possible environmental or
safety concerns.”17 Although this report includes some options
for regulating synthetic biology within existing legislative
authorities, U.S. congressional resistance to passing strong
environmental legislation of any type probably precludes the
passage of new authority for synbio specific regulation.
An evaluation of targeted gene modification (TagMo) technologies, sometimes grouped under synthetic biology, notes
“TagMo might also be used to introduce foreign genes [into
plants] without using traditional DNA recombinant techniques.
As a result, TagMo might fall outside existing US and EU regulatory definitions and scrutiny.”18 A briefing paper for European
policymakers by the New Breeding Technologies Platform
provides an elaborate legal taxonomy of post-transgenic modification techniques to justify why they should not be regulated
under EU laws as genetically modified organisms (GMOs).19
It seems obvious that processes to create SMOs and products derived from synbio processes should require new laws
because current regulation of GMOs covers only those genetic
sequences that occur in nature, however modified. One major
assumption of the 1986 “U.S. Coordinated Framework for the
Regulation of Biotechnology” is that potential harms and risks of
GMOs should be measured against that of their “conventional
comparators.” If regulators determine that the risks of GMOs
are no greater than or different from those of the “conventional
comparator,” then the GM crop variety is deregulated.20
The U.S. (White House) Office of Science and Technology
Policy ruled in 1992 that regulators may evaluate risks only on
a case-by-case basis and only in terms of products, and not
the process applied to produce multiple products.21 So they
could examine, for example, synbio vanilla, but not the process
used to produce it. Synthetic biology company strategy is to
make synbio versions of foods that the Food and Drug Administration already considers to be Generally Recognized As Safe
(GRAS), in which the process is not of “regulatory concern.”22
Because U.S. regulatory agencies are chronically understaffed and under-budgeted,23 this product-by-product
review requirement all but mandates deregulation by staff
overwhelmed by commercialization applications. Indeed, the
USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Services (APHIS),
the chief regulator for agricultural GMOs, “has not denied
any petition for deregulation on the basis that the genetically

engineered plant has a greater plant pest risk than its conventional counterpart.”24 Furthermore, APHIS requires no postmarket surveillance of the deregulated transgenic “events.”
However, since SMOs do not have a conventional comparator,
how will U.S. regulators justify the deregulation of SMOs?
One recent report on the ecological consequences of the
environmental release of SMOs suggests that these organisms will simply be released for trials on their effectiveness
without any prior assessment of their safety. “Synthetic biology
is moving toward a future of assumed organism release, be it
intentional or accidental. Monitoring and surveillance could be
employed to track these releases, but the scope of the need
may far exceed any present infrastructure.”25 Part of what is
driving this assumption is the large investment of public and
private funds in synbio applications, e.g., to reduce fertilizer
use by redesigning the nitrogen fixation gene cluster in a plant
with synthetic parts,26 which eventually must be tested in open
field trials to be commercially viable. Ready, field-tested alternative means to achieve those ends, e.g., reducing fertilizer
use by expanding the use of nitrogen-fixing cover crops, are
not considered by the public and private synbio promoters.

Synbio gene transfer to
other organisms: technical
and regulatory issues
Field testing synbio applications safely will be very difficult
because of the many unknowns about how synthetically
engineered crops will interact with other plant species. One
synbio research group is concerned that genes in the synbio
plants will transfer to other species, resulting in “off target
mutagenesis after attaining the desired modification in a target
sequence.”27 In other words, will SMOs designed to produce
a certain trait have a very different and perhaps harmful trait
when SMO genes transfer to other plants? Some synthetic
biologists have assumed that environmental release of SMOs is
inevitable and that physical barriers to prevent horizontal gene
transfer to cultivated or wild plants are inadequate. They are
experimenting with different ways to reduce the likelihood of
gene transfer and its attendant unintended effects.
First, they have learned from the failure of transgenic “kill
switches,” i.e., genetic use restriction technology, popularly
called Terminator,28 to prevent use of patented seeds beyond
one planting season: “even GMM [genetically modified
microbes] programmed to ‘self-destruct’ pose an environmental risk, as their genes can be potentially scavenged by
other cells after they have died.”29 As a result of the transgenic
“kill switch” failures and the tendency for genes to mutate as
they lose their programmed information, synthetic biologists
are searching for ways to prevent horizontal gene transfer
(HGT) and attendant harmful genetic transformations.
There is some consensus that more than one kill switch will
have to be built in to SMOs. “However,” notes a group of synbio
biosafety researchers, “the higher the complexity of a safety
device, the more prone it may be to disturbance and failure.”30
The term “disturbance” here may be understood in the sense
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of electronic like circuitry: too many gene circuit devices in a
synbio organism may result in “disturbance” of the complex of
redundant devices designed to prevent HGT.
One study has attempted to anticipate the difficulties of field
testing SMOs by proposing different ways of modeling SMO
interactions with wild and cultivated plant varieties: “Organisms are typically tested and evaluated in monocultures, or
highly limited mesocosms. Data collected from a mixedpopulation environment are far more applicable to current
and future needs [of synthetic biology]. Some effort has been
made to develop synthetic communities. Can such communities serve as adequate stand-ins for true environmental diversity?”31 The difficulties of forecasting the HGT capacity of SMOs
and building biosafety devices in them present a great challenge not just toqualitative or quantitative modeling of HGT
scenarios, but to providing a synthetic version of biodiversity
in which to test the HGT capacity of SMOs.
A major U.S. regulatory impediment to identifying harmful
SMO interactions prior to commercialization is that the biosafety data from such modeling exercises for products of likely
commercialization will be classified as Confidential Business
Information (CBI). Under U.S. law, “data necessary to ensure
the safe use of GMOs can be withheld from public peer
review[...]regulatory expert panels cannot fully substitute for
the quality assurance offered by broad collegial peer criticism
of published studies, including the study designs, the methods,
the results attained and their interpretation.”32 If applicants
to commercialize GMOs claim application data is CBI, only
government regulatory scientists review the data, and not the
public peer review characteristic of science. CBI claims by
GMO product developers to U.S regulators have crippled independent peer-reviewed research to verify safety and efficacy
claims made for GMOs.
One researcher, while conceding that CBI claims should apply
to trade secrets not protected by patent law, has argued: “In
practice, no experimental protocols or data from studies
conducted with the purpose of demonstrating health or
environmental safety should be claimed confidential. Study
methods, techniques for biosafety data assembly, analysis and
interpretation should therefore be without CBI claims.”33 While
this argument prevails in European regulatory agencies, it has
yet to do so in U.S. agencies.

Conclusion

has worked hard to promote its approach to deregulating
GMO products, as well as supporting the commercialization
of these products around the world, 35 similar promotion for
products derived from synthetic biology may be expected.
In the near future, there is little prospect that U.S. regulation
will become synbio specific. The decision to make do with
existing regulatory frameworks and legislative authorization
was set in 2010, when the Presidential Commission on BioEthics published a report on synthetic biology. The report
recommended a regulatory course of “prudent vigilance”
midway between what it understood of the European Union’s
precautionary principle (“protections should not be relaxed
until science provides evidence that harm is unlikely to result”)
and a “proactionary” principle that assumes a governmental
burden of proof to show that each product and process of
synthetic biology is unsafe and not beneficial. 36 The recommendation has no practical regulatory effect nor does it
require action.
In 2012, IATP was among 117 organizations that endorsed
seven “Principles for the Oversight of Synthetic Biology,”
that outlined the normative objectives of oversight, e.g. “No
synthetic organism or their synthetic building blocks should
be commercialized or released without full disclosure to the
public of the nature of the synthetic organism and the results
of safety testing.” Suffice it to say that this objective and others
of the Principles have not been achieved. Instead, commercial
products enabled by synbio techniques are now on grocery
store shelves, 37 though not without protest. 38
U.S. regulators, and the legislators that provide their regulatory
authorities, should reexamine the “prudent vigilance” approach,
starting with the regulatory framework that invariably results
in deregulation of GMOs, and the U.S. policy of case by case
review of commercialization applications by understaffed and
under-budgeted agencies. Policy makers should start now
to establish a process for a public peer-reviewed pre-market
safety assessment for SMOs not crippled by Confidential Business Information claims. Otherwise, the consequences of the
failure to protect pubic and environmental health from SMOs
likely will be more damaging to the future of synbio than a
sober debate on their safety or effectiveness. Private investors
may create a synbio investment bubble that bursts, but the U.S.
government has a responsibility to protect pubic and environmental health as it set the terms for its long-term synbio
investments, regardless of individual product regulatory and
market failures. 39

Despite very sophisticated scholarship that shows specific
steps, scientific, legal and commercial, to compose a unified
synbio discipline, there is much debate about whether this or
that post-transgenic technique belongs to synbio. According
to one researcher, “If you were to ask five synthetic biologists to define their field, you’ll get six different answers.”34
For the public interest, whether or not a laboratory technique
or practice is identified as belonging to synbio is less important than whether the products and ingredients produced by
post-transgenic processes can be regulated effectively by U.S.
federal agencies mandated to protect public and environmental health and worker safety. Because the U.S. government
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